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About This Game

Crowds of blood-thirsty monsters, crawling from every corner of the secret research base. Gloomy basements and modern labs,
darkness changing into blazing bulbs. The only usual thing is: you're in a bad place alone, and there's no one to help you!

  An improved version of a cult 2003 game which won hearts of the huge army of players worldwide. Complete game missions,
earning more and more cash for weapons and inventory, use stationary weapons in the hottest places, eliminate monster

spawning places with dynamite and increase your firepower with implants and drones.
  You've saved our poor little planet so many times... but the real hero never stops!

  Go ahead, great deeds are waiting for you!

About 1,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

3 game modes: Campaign, Survive and Gun Stand

Full-on-action male or female character

Character upgrade facility

9 weapons of mass destruction

Red or Green blood selection
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Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action

Useful gadgets - flash lights, medkits, battle drones
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This is a fun digital representation of D&D board games (like The Legend of Drizzt, Wrath of Ashardalon .etc). If you are a fan
of any of those games then you will likely feel the same with this too. The random encounters break immersion and don't make
any sense to me however so I play without them.. overall a fun game. AAA quality: the story is compelling, I like to discover
things so the letters and videos totally drew me in. The lighting is really cinematic and atmospheric, the graphics are awesome
and I almost had a heart attack in one or two places I don't want to spoil. Loved the multiple endings, make sure to look for the
hidden path. Definitely worth every penny for explorers and fans of the horror genre. ★★★★★. Wow, I couldn't stop playing
this. It was exactly what I was looking for, but I'll try to calm down and not fangirl. This game is not for everyone, but I think it
has some good things going for it.

Pros:
 - I can't say enough good things about the story and characters. They're not "good for this type of game" they're good PERIOD.
 - The art is lovely, with nice shading and very expressive faces.
 - The system of learning\/equipping skills from equipment makes combat a lot more fun.
 - There are two different endings, and it adds a lot to the game. You really feel the consequences, and the benefits of taking on
all those tricky optional bosses. >_<
 - I never felt like anything was busywork. Even the collectables are tied to plot and challenges, and they unlock some of the best
scenes in the game.
 - Finishing the game unlocks a nice gallery with hints on missed scenes.
 - The auto-save feature is a lifesaver.
 - Best tentacle husbando.
 - Game is longer than expected. I played quite a bit and I still haven't done everything, much less replayed.

Cons:
 - Game is longer than expected. I lost sleep because I kept thinking I was almost done.
 - It's definitely an oldschool RPG. Maybe it's a little smoother, but you have to like RPGs.
 - Most of the art is done in a consistent style I liked, but a few scenes don't fit as well and were a little jarring.
 - YMMV, but I felt that too many of the scenes involved Felana's job (~40%). A few of these were nice, but many were more
generic than I expected from Sierra. I would have preferred more of the main type of scenes.

So all in all, this was a really fun experience. If you like RPGs, this one nails what makes them fun. I would have enjoyed
playing it even without the patch, but there is no reason to do so. The scenes are a natural part of the game and really make it
into something special.. Great sequel. World of superheroes is full of dirty politics and very petty motives of those, who suppose
to save people. Many important choices and very good plot. I think it's longer that the first one and much more exciting. Try it :)
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5 of the achievements are broken: i have well over 5k of each machine, and the (buy 1k) on each achieve does not give that
achievement. Game needs alot of work, is way to hard to progress, has no new game plus or rebirth system, and u have to click
twice for each action, which is a real pain for a clicker game.

if u plan to expand the game i think it could be made into something great, but will need a way to expand the game further,
maybe add an option to buy a brand new farm (the greyed out ones in the background) would work.... Imagine that a hipster
graphic designer made a children's book vaguely about Norse mythology, and then a student in a computer science class decided
to put it online and make it interactive. That's Burly Men at Sea. It is esthetically appealing, definitely. But there's so little actual
play it's not even really a game. It's mostly watching your dumb characters engage in tame interactions over which you have no
control, and clicking from one painstakingly slow dialog or travel scene to the next. I wanted to enjoy this "quiet adventure,"
thinking it might be charming and quirky in the same vein as Amanita's point and click games, but I was disappointed, and so
very bored.

I received this game in a humble bundle for a few bucks. Had I paid ten dollars for it, I would ask for a refund.. Doesn't even
load on Linux with HTC Vive, process has to be manually killed and in one case caused Steam VR to stop running until reboot.

Clearly the developer failed to test this before dumping it on Steam.. I saw someone mention this being similar to Fallout, so I
had to get it. It really is kind of like a Fallout visual novel. I haven't finished the game yet, but I ended up staying up way too late
playing it last night and wanted to recommend it to others while it is on sale.

You get a lot of dialogue options, though I'm not quite sure how much variation the outcomes will have on it yet. You do have
different ways of approaching situations though based on your skill and just preferences.

I really am not a combat guy, but for some reason I really like it in this game. I caught onto it quickly, except for the fact that
each of your crew has their own specific skill sets with weapons, so you need to equip weapons based on that. I was just teaming
people with weapons based on who looked coolest with them. Don't do that :)

I like the exploration and the visuals are nice. I'm happy to see that you can visit settlements and its not just an empty world.

It seems like the game has a good length, at least with how I'm playing it. It sure is worth the sale price. I already look forward to
whatever else the developer puts out.. When you break down twitch games to their base elements, they tend to revolve around
the same basic concepts: fast gameplay, and dodging things at high speeds. Some excel in their simplicity, like the classic flash
game Vector Runner or the more recent Super Hexagon, while others add more complexity, such as Pivvot, Wave Wave, and
Duet. Point is, that since the core elements are generally similar, it takes something more, something exceptional for games in
the genre to stand out. Velocibox is one of those games, and it's perhaps the most addictive twitch game I've played since Super
Hexagon.

Expanded and improved from an entry for the current "Connected Worlds" Ludum Dare, Velocibox is unforgiving. In fact there
aren't any checkpoints, when you fail (and you will), you start over from the first stage. Initially, I disliked this lack of
checkpoints, but once I played more, I came to appreciate how the game was set up. Success relies on practice, learning the
quirks and obstacles of each stage and surmounting them. It's more than twitch reflex but also adaption and gradual
improvement, not just "one more go" but "I know these obstacles. I can do better". It's incredibly satisfying to race through
stages that had defeated you countless times before.

But what makes Velocibox exceptional, because that's a pretty strong word? Well, it's more that all the game's aspects merge
into a excellent whole rather than any individual element. It's the sense of speed, the feeling of racing forward at some extreme
velocity, blasting off from stage one without a moment to catch your breath. It's the gravity-defying gameplay, as you flip
between floor and ceiling and ride the walls. It's how the gravity flip mechanic opens the door for a wide variety of obstacles
that wouldn't be possible in other twitch games, forcing you to deftly maneuver around and across all sides of these corridors.
It's the vibrant visuals and effects, the great music, the no-frills presentation that lets you jump into the action in seconds.

I've only reached stage four out of nine, and beating the initial nine stages unlocks an even more insane Super Velocibox mode,
so there's a hefty amount of content here. Velocibox is an easy recommendation for fans of the genre.. Don't waste your time or
your money. There's maybe an attempt at gag humour, but otherwise no gameplay here.
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To the creators: It's a nice start. But an attempt should been made to find and refine some actual fun gameplay before releasing
this.
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